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In this paper we extend a recent result of Liu ([6]) to a larger class of algebras 
which includes all well-known algebras. The main theorem here states: if the 
Wedderburn-Malcev theorem (it is called the Levi-Malcev-Harish-Chandra 
theorem in L.ie algebra over a field of characteristic 0) holds for a certain variety of 
finite-dimensional algebra, then it holds for the same variety of algebras which are 
local subideal finite. We do not use the trace argument in this paper as which was 
heavily depended on in ([6]). Hence the result is independent of the characteristics 
of the ground field F. 
1. LOCAL SOLVABLE RADICAL 
In this paper, we study varieties of algebras which satisfy a certain set of 
identities (such as associative algebras, Lie algebras, standard algebras, etc.). 
We do not limit the number of identities. However we do require that ail 
identities be homogeneous. Those algebras under discussion need not be 
finite dimensional. But they are locally finite; that is to say, any subset X of 
an algebra A generates a finite-dimensional subalgebra (X}. 
All algebras are considered to be algebras over a fixed field F. Let B be a 
subalgebra of A. We define BCk’ inductively on k by setting B”” = 3 and 
Bck+” = Btk’ . B’“‘. Thus, for any subalgebra B, we have a descending 
sequence B = B(O) > B(i) > .. . > B(“) . . . . We note that, for each i, Bci” ‘I is 
an ideal of B ii’, hence each Bci) is a subideal of B. A subalgebra B is called 
a solvable subalgebra if Bck’ = 0 for some integer k. An algebra is locally 
solvable if any finite subset of A generates a solvable subalgebra. It is easy 
to see that solvable algebras are locally solvable and homomorphic images 
of a locally solvable algebra are locally solvable. 
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A subalgebra B of A is called a local subideal if, for any finite subset X of 
A, B is a subideal of (B, X), the subalgebra of A generated by B and X. It is 
clear than any subideal of A is a local subideal of -4. 
THEOREM 1. For any local finite algebra A there exists a unique 
maximal locally solvable ideal R = R(A). The quotient algebra A= A/R is 
semi-simple. That is A/R contains no non-zero locally solvable ideal. 
The proof of this theorem is rather routine. In fact it is exactly the same 
proof for the existence of the Leviztki radical for associative algebras. Thus 
we shall omit the proof. As usual we shall call the ideal R = R(A) in 
Theorem 1 the radical of A. In the sequel? we shall restrict ourself to study 
varieties of algebras in which solvable radical property for finite-dimensional 
algebras is weak hereditary. Thus, if B is an ideal of a finite-dimensional 
algebra A, then R(B) is contained in R(A). 
THEOREM 2. If a weak hereditary property for finite-dimensional 
algebras holds in the variety F’- and if B is a Jnite-dimensional local 
subideal of an algebras A in Y’-, then R(B) is contained in R(A). 
Proof: If B is semi-simple, then R(B) = 0. There is nothing to be shown. 
We shall assume that B is not semi-simple. Hence B possesses a non-zero 
solvable ideal C. 
Let C, be the ideal of A generated by C. If X = {x, , x2 . . . . . x,,} is a subset 
of C,, then each xi is a finite sum of elements of the form T,,T,, .-. Tn,, 
where aj is in A. T, is either the right or left multiplication of u. The set Y 
which consists of all a’s appears as factors in some xi is a finite subset of A. 
The subalgebra D = (B, Y) generated by B and Y is a finite-dimensional 
subalgebra of A. The algebra B is a subideal of D. This is so because that B 
is a finite-dimensional local ideal of A, Y is a finite subset of A and A is 
locally finite. Now we see that C is a solvable ideal of B implies that C is 
contained in R(B). Hence, by the weak hereditary property, C is contained in 
R(D). The set, CD, which is the ideal of D generated by C, is an ideal of 
R(D). This shows that C’, is a solvable ideal in R(D). Since X is contained 
in CD. The subalgebra (X) is solvable. This proves that C, is a locally 
solvable ideal of A containing C, and that R(B) is contained in R(A). 
COROLLARY. If weak hereditary property for Jinite-dimensional algebras 
holds in the variety A and if B is a Jnite-dimensional local subideal of an 
algebra A, then B is semi-simple if A is. 
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2, @VARIETIES 
If n is a positive integer greater than 1, we call a (homogeneous) variety 
7 1 an n-variety if whenever A is in 7 and I is an ideal of A, then I” is an 
ideal of A. The set I” consists of all finite sums of elements of the form 
x,x2x3 ..a x,, where xi is in Z and the product could be of any association. It 
is well known that Lie, associative, alternative and (y, @-algebras are 2- 
algebras while Jordan, standard and Thedy algebras are 3-algebras. We do 
not know any n-algebra (which is not a k-algebra with k < n) for n greater 
than 3. Thus, in the sequel we shall only study n-varieties for n = 2 or 3. 
Anderson has shown us (see [ 1, 21) that if A is a 2-algebra, then for any j’, 
xi, x2 in A, there exists 16 constants u ,,..., us, $‘, . . . . . /?, such that 
y(x,x,) =a,(yx,)x, + a(yxJx, + a3x,(yw) 
+ &X,(YX,) + a,-~,(.Yxxz) + “&(YX,j 
+ “,X1(“2L.j + a&(-~, 4’); (12) 
(-~,-~2)Y =P,)Yx,) x2 + P?(YX?) Xl +- P3X,(YX2) 
+P4-q(p,) +pjx,(y.q) +p&(yx,) 
+ &x,(-y2 Y) + P8*~2(xl Yb i22? 
Using the same argument as Anderson, we consider the free A algebra 
generated by {x,, x2, x3, y} and consider the ideal D generated by 
(x, ,x1, x3 1. If it is a 3-variety, then we have D3 is an ideal of -4. Thus we 
have a similar but more tedious equations for this algebra. If A is a 3-algebra 
and I is an ideal of A, then for any y, x,~x,, -‘c3 in A there exists 288 
constants a,, a2 ,..., a,2, ,f3,, ,llz ,..., /372, y, ,..., ?,I. 6, ,..., 6,: such that 
4’(b,xd -4 = a,bd(-~2x3) + a2(.wlj(x3x2) f a30xr) x2).x3 
+ a,((y-x,y,jx3j-~2 + ajx2((yx,)x3) +a,xj((yx,)x2j 
+ a7(x2(yxtN x3 + a&,(4’-~,)! x2 + &~2x3)b~l) 
+ aldx3x2)(yxl) + allx2MyxI)) + a,,-~,(xdyx,j) 
-I- ch3(x, YD2x3> + a,&, .W3x2j + a, ji(xt J:j -5) .x3 
+ 4(-5 Y) x3)x2 + a17x2((xi Y) x3) + ad3f(x1 3~) x2> 
+ aldx2Wl)> x3 i- a20C~3(.3 di x2 + a2,(-~2x3)(xl 4') 
+ a22(x3x2h Y>@I Y> + a23X2(X;(XI Y>> + a2Ax2(x, 4’1) 
+ a2jxlKw) x3> + a2,xl(x3(w2)) + a2d~,(Yx2))-5 
+ a28(xI-Uv4 + a2d.w2)(x,x3) + a3F-~3(xI(Yx2)~ 
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+ %((.YX2) Xl> x3 + ~32h4(.!=2) + ~33((l%)X~)X, 
+ a,‘dx,(Yx,)) x1 + ~35(YX?)(X3~~,) + %X3((1%) x,
+ a37-~lux2Y>x.d + a3*x1Mx2?‘)) + %!X,(-~21’))Xj 
+ %(-~,u%4’) + %(X2Y)(X,X,) + a42x3(x*(x2v)) 
+ %3((X*Y) x, x, + ~4‘&3X,K~*Y) + %(X241)(~~,“~3) 
+ 4X3hY)) Xl + 4x2 Y)(W,) + %3*%((-% v) -u,> 
+ ~NX~(~Y~(~‘X~)) + ajoxl((~W x2) + ajl(xlx2)b~x3) 
+ aj2Mw3)) x2 + aj3x2Mw3)) +aj.W3)(x,x2) 
+ ajj(x2-d(4~x3) + aj6hW3)) x2 + aj7x2(x,(w3)) 
+ aj8(.w3)(x1-~2) + aj9x2(bx3) dy,> + a,,(ux3>(~~2~~,> 
+ a61-4~2(x3 19 + a62x1((-y3 v) x2) + aG3b-, x2)(x31~) 
+ 4hy) -yl>x2 + %jX2(XI(-~3Y)) + a66~x3y)(x,-~2) 
+ a67(x2xIK~3 47) + a6d(x3 u) -5) -y2 + a69d~2(-~,(x3 11)) 
+ a70((x3~)-~2)-~1 + a71x2((x3J+4 +a,2((x3~)-~,)-~2.(13) 
Y(XlC%4> =P,(Y~&2x3) + --* +P,2((x3.Y) x,) -x2 * (23) 
(@1x2) x3).“’ = Y1(YxIK~*~~3) + .-* + Y72((-K3Y) Xl> x2 * (33) 
(X1(W3))Y = ~,(Y~~,)(X,X,) + *** + wcw9~,, -y2 * (43) 
From these equations we easily see: 
LEMMA A. If A is a 3-algebra and B is an ideal of A, then 
B2 + B2A + AB2 is a 2-sided ideal of A. 
COROLLARY. If A is a commutative 3-algebra and B is an ideal of A, 
then B2 + B2A is an ideal of A. 
Note. For Jordan algebra A (which is a 3-algebra) Penico has shown 
that B2 + B2A is an ieal of A if B itself is an ideal of A. 
THEOREM 3. If A is a simple (which means A possesses no non-trivial 
ideal and A2 # 0) algebra which has a finite-dimensional local subideal B, 
then A is contained in B. Hence A is finite dimensional. 
ProoJ: Since A is semi-simple, by Theorem 2, B is a finite-dimensional 
semi-simple subalgebra of A. We can find a non-zero subideal C = BCk’ for 
some integer k such that C = C2 = C3. 
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For any arbitrary x in A, C is a subideal of (B, 1). Because C is a 
subideal of B and B is a subideal of (B, x). Thus, from those identities for n- 
algebras ((l,,, (2J for 2-algebras; (13), (2J, (3J and (43) for 3-algebras) we 
check that C is indeed an ideal of (B, Xj. But this implies CX < C and 
XC < C. Hence C is an ideal of A. 
The algebra A is simple and C is a non-zero ideal of A. Thus A = C and is 
contained in B. 
THEOREM 4. If A is a semi-simple algebra which has a finite- 
dimensional local subideal B, suppose that B has a minimal ideal C, then C 
is an ideal of A. 
Proof. Since C is a minimal ideal of B, we conclude that C = C’ if A is a 
2-algebra and C = C3 if A is a 3-algebra. The rest of the proof that C is an 
ideal of A is same as that in last theorem. 
3. LOCAL SYSTEM 
A local system (see [3]) of an algebra A is a collection {A,/;1 E A 1 of 
subalgebras of A such that (1) lJ A, = A and (2) for /z,,u in LI there exists a CT 
in A such that (A,\, A,) < A,. An algebra A is said to be local subideal finite 
if it has a local system {A,/A E A} such that (1) dim,(A.,) < co and (2) for 
each A, A, is a local subideal of A. 
THEOREM 5. Let ;3T- be an n-variety. Assume that in this variety alq 
finite-dimensional algebra is semi-simple if and o&y if it is a direct sum qf 
simple algebras and solvable radical property is weak hereditary. Then a 
local subidealfinite algebra A in r^ is semi-simple if and only ifit is a direct 
sum of simple Jnite-dimensional algebras. 
Proof, Assume that A is semi-simple. Then, by Theorem 2, each A,, is 
semi-simple. But dim, A, ( co; thus, by the assumption, for each J.. A., is a 
direct sum of finite-dimensional simple subalgebras A,= Ci @ A.,.i. 
Moreover, by Theorem 4, each A,qi is an ideal of A. Thus A = C,,,i A.,“i and 
by removing duplicated simple components from this sum, A = C @ A,,.j. 
THEOREM 6. Any homomorphic image x of a local subideal @ire 
algebra -4 is a local subideal finite algebra. Any subalgebra A’ of a local 
subideal Jinite algebra A is a local subideal finite algebra. 
ProoJ If {A, : L E A } is a local subideal system of A, then it is easy to 
verify that (& : ,% E A} is a local subideal system of A. 
If A’ is a subalgebra of A, then for each L E A, we let Al, = ,4’ n A., . Then 
it is easy to see that (Al, ] A E A } is a local system of A. Moreover dim A’ is 
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finite for each 1. If X is a finite subset of A’, then, for each 1 Eli, there is a 
chain of subideals A,1 4 C, a C, 4 . . . 4 C, = (AdI, X). Thus, we have 
A’nA, 4 A’nC, 4 A1nC2 a . . . 4 A’nC, = A’n(A,,X). But 
(A’nA,,X)<A’n(A,,X). SO A’nA,i = A’nA,n(A’nA,,X) a 
A’nc, n (A’nA,,X) Q --- a A’n(A,%,X) n (A’nA,,X) = 
(A ’ n A,, X). This shows that Aj, is a subideal of (A.\, X) and that A ’ is a 
local subideal finite algebra. 
4. WEDDERBLJRN-MALCEV-TYPE THEOREMS 
If A is an algebra, then an automorphism is called an inner automorphism 
if @ = 1 + f (R,., Lbj), where ai, bj are elements of A and at least one of them 
is in R, the radical of A. R, (respectively L,.) is the right (respectively left) 
multiplication of u (respectively V) andf(xi, yj) is a polynomial in xi, xi 
(non-commutative) without constant term. We also require an inner 
automorphism @ to satisfy condition (0): Whenever B is a finite-dimensional 
algebra in the variety 7” containing A, and R(A) G R(B), then any inner 
automorphism @J of A is an automorphism of B. 
Inner automorphism of this type are plenty among all well-known varieties 
of algebras. (See [4].) Here we note: 
LEMMA B. If A is a local finite algebra in P - and B is a Jinite- 
dimensional local subideal of A, then any inner automorphism of B is an 
inner automorphism of A. 
ProoJ: Let x, y be elements of A and D = (B, x, y) be the subalgebra 
generated by B, x and y. Then B is a subideal of D and dim, D is finite. So 
@ is an inner automorphism of D. This shows that @ is in fact an 
automorphism of A. 
An n-variety F- is said to be of WM-type if for any finite dimensional 
algebra A in 7” we have (1) A = S OR, where R = R(A) is the solvable 
radical of A and the sum in the above equation is semi-direct, (2) A is a 
direct sum o simple subalgebra, i.e., A = A, @ A1 @ . . . @A,, if A is semi- 
simple, (3) if S, is a semi-simple subalgebra of A, then there exists an inner 
automorphism @ such that Sy G S, and (4) the solvable radical property for 
finite-dimensional algebras is weak hereditary. 
Associative algebras, Lie algebras over fields of characteristic zero, Jordan 
algebras and alternative algebras are well known to be algebras of WM-type. 
.THEOREM 7. If 7’^ is a 2-variety of WM-type, then for any local subideal 
finite algebra A in 7- there exists a semi-simple subalgebra S that 
A = S @ R, where R = R(A) is the local solvable radical of A. 
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Proof. Let R = R(A) be the radical of rl. Then A= A/R is semi-simple. 
By Theorem 6, the algebra 1 is local subideal finite. Thus, A= @ Cd1 Ew x is 
a direct sum of simple subalgebras K,. Each xJ1 is of finite-dimension but W 
may be infinite. We first put an well-ordering on W and then we shall show 
that we can, for each 1 in W, pick a simple subalgebra?, in A such that PA 
is of finite dimension, P, f-7 R = 0, and p, = & * Moreover 
94 * 0 Co<A p, * PA, so s = 0 Lw Pn is a semi-simple subalgeba of A 
such that A = S @R (semi-direct sum). 
Let {ai, E,,..., 6,) be a basis of 2,. For each i, let Zi = a; + R, where ai is 
in A. Pick member B of the local system of A which contains ai. Since 
‘& c g A, zz ‘p & p 
B s> B’;’ 1 j3’2’ 
the algebra B is not solvable. If the chain 
.‘.. B(k) =‘B(k+ 1) = ... stabilizes at BtkbzC, then C is a non- 
zero idemportent subalgebra of A, i.e., C’ = C. 
We know that C is a subideal of B and B, in turn, is a local subideal of A. 
So C is an ideal of A (recall that C = C2 = C3 = .a.). In summary, we have 
found a finite-dimensional ideal C of A such that zr c c (1 2K The algebra C 
is a finite-dimensional semi-simple subalgebra of A, and the radical R(C) of 
C is C n R. Thus we have a semi-simple subalgebra P of C such that C = 
R(C) @ P (semi-direct sum). Therefore there is a subalgebra P, of P such 
that&=x, andP,nR=P,nCnR=O. 
If m is a finite ordinal, and for each r < m, we have already chosen a 
finite-dimensional simple subalgebra P, of A such that P, = A,, P, n ,4 = 0, 
and N = P, @ ..~ @ P,- I, we shall find P,, a finite dimensional simple 
subalgebra of A, such that P,n R = 0, F,,, =‘Tm, and P = P, 0 ... 0 
P m.. , @ P, is a direct sum. 
Let (6,, 6, ,..., 6, ] be a basis of A,. If, for each i, let tii = bi + R and B is a 
member in the local system of A containing all b’s. Then as we have shown 
above, B is a non-solvable subalgebra of A and there exists a non-zero idem- 
potent ideal C of A such that xm 5 cc x The algebra C is a finite- 
dimensional semi-simple subalgebra of x and the radical R(C) of C is 
R(C) = Cn R. Thus, we have a semi-simple subalgebra Q of C such that 
C= R(C) @ Q (semi-direct sum). Therefore, Q contains a subalgebra Q,,, 
suchthat Q,=x,,, and Q,nR=Q,nCnR=O. 
If HQ,=Q,H=O, then P=P,@..-@Pm-,@Q, is a finite- 
dimensional subalgebra which we are looking for. Suppose, this is not the 
case: we may find a member B in the local system of A which contains 
Q,.P,,...,P,-,. Again, B contains a finite-dimensional idempotent ideal D 
and D = R(D) + S, where S is a semi-simple subalgebra of D. Because that 
5 contains XI @ z2 @ . . . @ A,-, @ A-,, we have _S,, S, ,..., S,, each of this 
is a simple subalgebra of D such that Si = Ai, Sin R = 0, and P = 
s, @ **’ @ S, is a direct summand of S. 
If C is a finite-dimensional ideal of an algebra A and H is a subalgebra of 
A, then R, = {x in H/Cx = 0) and L, = {x in H/XC = 0) are subspaces of 
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H each of finite co-dimension. Let K = R, n L,. Then K is a subspace of H 
of finite co-dimension. Thus we have H = K @ K*, where the sum is the 
direct sum of vector spaces and K* is of finite dimension. 
Now we are ready to show the theorem by translinite induction. If c is an 
ordinal such that, for each 1 < o, there exists a subalgebra P,l of A, such 
that PU1=xA, P.,fTR=O and H=CA<,, @PA (direct sum of subalgebras). 
Then as we have shown for Ai there exists a finite-dimensional ideal C, of A 
such that Cz = C,, C0 =A,, C, = (C, n R) @ P’ (semi-direct sum), P’ = 
P&l 0 PL.2 0 . . . 0 PA,, where, in particular, we let PA,, = A,. By the last 
paragraph, the subalgebra H has the decomposition H = K @ K*. But A is a 
2-variety and C is an ideal of A, we see easily that K is an ideal of H. Thus, 
the H = H @ K* is a direct sum of ideals, noting that H is a direct sum of 
simple subalgebras. Moreover, K* = P, @ a.. 0 P,, by reindexing. 
Let B be an member of the local system of A containing C, P, ,..., Pk. 
Since B cntains a finite-dimensional idempotent ideal D. Moreover D = 
R(D) + P”, where P” is a semi-simple subalgebra of D, and P” = PI’ @$’ 
@..*@P;@P;@P;@ . ..@P.,whereP;=Pi=xi,andP,“=P;=A,. 
Since K* is a semi-simple subalgebra of D, there exists an inner 
automorphism @ such that K*@-’ G p”. Thus after rearranging the index 
P/Q = Pi for i = 1,2,..., k. Let P = P”@ = PI’@ 0 P;@ @ .-. 0 P;@ @ 
PZ@ @ P;@ @ ... @ P;@ = P, @ P, @ a*- @ Pk @ P, @ Pi”@ 0 --* @ 
Pi@, where P, = P;@. We see that p,” = F0 =A,, P, is semi-simple, 
P, n R = 0, and P, . Pi = Pi . P, = 0 for i = 1,2 ,..., k. On the other hand, 
recognizing the expression formula of the inner automorphism @ we have 
P, = Pi@ is contained in the ideal C which contains Pi. Hence P, is 
contained in the ideal C which contains Pi. Hence P, is contained in C and 
so P,.K=K.P,=O. Thus, H.P,=P;H=O. So H*=H+P is the 
direct sum C.ldO 0 P., of simple subalgebras such that p, = K, for A< 0. 
This completes the induction proof. 
Remark. We would like to see Theorem 7 holds true for 3-algebras. 
However, there is a little hurdle we do not know how to overcome. 
In the transfinite induction part of the proof of Theorem 7, the annihilator 
K of the ideal C is indeed an ideal of A, if A is a 2-algebra. We are not sure 
this is the case for 3-algebras. Thus, we shall say a 3-variety Y satisfies 
condition (T) if whenever A is in Y and I is an ideal of A such that I’ = I, 
then K = Ann C = {x E A / XC = Cx = 0) is an ideal of A: We see that this 
condition holds for most well-known varieties. For example the identity 
py y; -(x . 24 . (y * v) - (x. v) * (y. u) + [(x-u) * y] * v + 
x-v - . u + [(u . v) . y] . x for Jordan algebra yields condition (T). 
(Let U, v be taken from C and y from K.) So the variety Y of Jordan 
algebras is a 3-variety satisfies (T). 
THEOREM 8. If F is a 3-variety of WM-type satisfying condition (T), 
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then j^or any local subidealflnite algebra A in 3” there exists a semi-simple 
subalgebra S such that A = S @ R, where R = R(A) is the local soltlable 
radical of A. 
THEOREM 9. If 7 is a n-uariety of WM-type and A is a local subideai 
finite algebra in F and A = R 0 S is a Wedderburn decomposition OJ~ A. 
Then for any finite-dimensional semi-simple subalgebra Q of A, there exists 
an inner automorphism of the form @ = 1 + j(RQi, Lbi) such that Q@ G S. 
Proof. Since 0 GA= s= @ C.I F1, where S = @ X.1 P,, and 
dim, 0 < 00 by Theorem 5, we may choose P, , P7,..., P, from the direct sum 
of S such that @ is contained in FI @ F2 @ ... @ p,, . 
Let B be a member of the local system of A which contains Q, P, ,...) Pi:. 
Because B is not solvable, there exists an integer k such that I?“’ = 
B!k’U = . . . . Again, we see that C=Bck’ is a finite-dimension ideal of A 
containing Q, P, ,..., P,. By the finite dimensionality, C = R(C) @ S *, where 
S* is a semi-simple subalgebra of C containing P, 0 PI 0 -a - BP,, . So we 
have an inner automorphism 4 of C (hence of A) such that Q$ G S*. BEt @ 
is contained in P, @ ... @ FE. Therefore, QSP s P, @ ... @P,. This 
completes the proof. 
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